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ABSTRACT 
 
The processing of primary user mobility with static or mobile secondary user in the context of cognitive 

radio (CR) has recently been the subject of several studies and discussions all over the world. These 
studies are seeking to broaden the horizons of CR implementation beyond the formalism described in the 

diverse existing standards. The mobility of primary users is likely to reduce the overall performance of the 

Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) and affects the different phases of the cognitive cycle. Said mobility alters 

the network’s topology, the channel’s availability, and affects spectrum sensing. This makes any endeavor 

aiming to implement CR technology complicated. This paper is devoted to the analysis and discussion of 

the scientific literature that has addressed the issue of the primary user’s mobility. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Cognitive radio is considered as a promising approach to solve the current spectrum scarcity and 
spectrum underutilization problems. It is a fundamental technology enabling manageable, 

efficient, flexible and reliable spectrum use by adjusting the radio's operating characteristics to 

the real-time requirements of the ecosystem. The central idea of this new paradigm is that 

inactive resources or spectrum opportunities can be used by unlicensed users (secondary user) 
without affecting the performance of licensed users (primary user) [1]. Thus, the spectrum 

resources will be allocated dynamically rather than statically. Indeed, significant limitations and 

deficiencies were identified in the last approach thanks to several measurement campaigns which 
revealed that the spectrum use varies between 15% and 85% [2]. In addition, they have shown 

that the spectrum is exploited sporadically, meaning that frequency bands are used only in 

particular locations and at particular times [3] as depicted in figure 1.        
 

 

http://www.airccse.org/journal/ijngn/current2020.html
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Figure 1. Spectrum hole and mobility concept [4] 

 

The principle of CR relies on understanding the temporal organization and the control states. It 
follows a series of steps starting with the observation and the orientation of the environment, 

followed by the creation of the plans and then finally the decision making. As illustrated in figure 

2, the main functions of cognitive radio are: Spectrum sensing, sharing, decision, and mobility 
[5]. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Cognitive Radio Cycle [6] 

 

The IEEE 802.22 Working Group (WG) launched as the first global move to promote a CR-based 

air-interface (i.e., the PHY and MAC layer specifications) in November 2004 and the standard 

was published in July 2011 as IEEE 802.22-2011TM. Said Standard is for Cognitive Wireless 
Regional Area Networks (WRAN) to work in TV Bands [7] 

 

The IEEE 802.22 standard is a CR standard aimed at providing less populated rural areas with 

broadband access by using vacant television channels. Due to the fact that the levels of industrial 
noise and ionosphere reflections remain relatively low, the antennas have reasonable dimensions 

and the propagation characteristics are very good. Television broadcasting in the high VHF and 

low UHF range are ideal for covering large rural areas with low population density [8].  While 
the initial version of the standard does not enable mobility, the physical layer of the IEEE 802.22 

standard can support mobility of up to 115 km per hour. Thus, the mobility of the secondary user 

is supported by this standard, also the ECMA-392 standard support the mobility of secondary 

users [9].  
      

In this paper, we will not focus on the case where primary users (PUs) are fixed and secondary 

users (SUs) are mobile because it has been widely discussed in the scientific literature in several 
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applications, e.g., CR-MANET in  [10,11,12], CR-VANET in [13]   or CR-based internet of 
things [14].      

 

 Thus, in this case, the primary network occupies fixed locations and has a deterministic or 

periodic temporal behavior, making easy the modeling of the cognition cycle for the secondary 
network in the different phases.  

 

However, the implementation of this technology has posed many challenges, calling into question 
the effectiveness of the four modules of the cognition cycle: Sensing, spectrum sharing, decision 

making, and spectrum mobility. Mentioning that they have entered into a bottleneck, new 

methods are now needed to change this situation. As a result, in [15] the authors   have proposed 
for the first time in 2006 a spectrum prediction mechanism that could improve CR performance 

as well as the spectrum use. This new mechanism gives the secondary network more intelligence. 

Thus, its decisions in the sensing phase, decision, and spectrum mobility will be proactive rather 

than reactive. But for sharing, long-term prediction and multidimensional prediction (time, 
location and frequencies), several efforts must be made to raise the quality of these phases [16]. 

Traditional cognitive radio techniques mainly target the primary user and cognitive user in static. 

For the past few years, the research on the mobility of the user has become a hot research topic, 
the cognitive network is widely used in multimedia access technology, and the protocols of 

multimedia access technology are mostly based on the allocation of time. Clearly, one of the 

main drivers of this awareness is the measurement campaigns that have shown the existence of 
spectrum opportunities even in cellular networks which stands out for its unrestrained mobility 

[17]. In practice, the operators deploy network infrastructure to provide advanced service 

regardless of location, even if the service lasts only a short period of the day. On one hand, these 

regions (cells) do not reach their maximum use simultaneously and this makes the 
implementation of CR in cellular networks a very active research topic. On the other hand, the 

advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G has reinforced the consideration of primary user 

mobility. The latter is one of the most significant elements of the wireless system that affects 
many network characteristic such as network capacity, coverage, and connectivity. It is therefore 

a fundamental component of any CR implementation in Wireless Next Generation.  

 

Thus, the main objective of this paper is to analyze the case of primary user mobility while 
highlighting the solutions found as well as the barriers related to this phenomenon. This study 

distinguishes itself by the fact that it builds on previous work by analyzing an original angle of 

CR, while the predecessors focused only on one specific technology. 
 

 In this paper, we will be concerned with two types of scenario. To facilitate understanding, we 

appointed the first as "Partial-mobility" and the other as “Global-mobility".  
 

Partial mobility means that only primary user is mobile, while Global mobility means that both 

types of users are mobile. 
 

 In this way, our paper structure will have two main study cases: we will analyze in section 2 the 

case of partial mobility; we will highlight the progress achieved and emphasize most of the 

challenges faced by the scientific community. We will end this section by opening a discussion to 

question the current finding in this scenario. Then in section 3, we will study the case of global 
mobility, here we will show the low rate of contributions considering the mobility of both PUs 

and SUs. We then discuss the current literature findings in order to push forward the analyses and 

to dig into new research ideas, before finally drawing up a general conclusion in section 4. To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the first time this topic will be discussed in a paper; the main 

objective of this work is to highlight current thinking trends and future perspectives of their 

application.    
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2. PARTIAL MOBILITY OF USERS  
 

2.1. Impact of Primary user Mobility on Spectrum Sensing 
 

Spectrum sensing is the key function in implementing cognitive radio, which enables secondary 
users to identify and utilize vacant spectrum resource allocated to primary users. Traditional 

techniques, e.g., matched filter (MF), detection energy detector (ED), cyclostationary feature 

detection, may in practice have different advantages and requirements. Recent new sensing 
schemes include covariance sensing, probabilistic property-based sensing wavelet analysis, and 

compressive sensing. It is outstanding that they focus on typical non-mobile CR applications 

(dynamic access of TV-bands). Nevertheless, none of such methods have taken into account the 

dynamic position of PU into de sensing process. Lately, research has been made to improve the 
accuracy and efficiency of these sensing techniques. However, when the PUs are mobile, new 

problems arise for spectrum sensing despite these efforts.  

 
A key concern in the design of spectrum sensing is the enhancement of the sensing time, i. e. the 

sensing time that maximizes the transmission rate achievable by SUs, while limiting interference 

against the PUs. In a mobile network scenario, this issue becomes more challenging than in the 

traditional case (i.e. the stationary scenario), because in addition to the temporal activity of PU, 
the spatial effects due to relative mobility between PU and SU must also be considered .In fact, 

the mobility can profoundly influence the percentage of spectrum opportunities discovered ( the 

spectrum holes that SU can exploit), and then mobility can also affect the transmission 
throughput that the SU can achieve.  

 

In[18] the authors  have performed an optimization jointly in temporal and spatial domains to 
account for the PU temporal activity as well as the mobility effects,   namely by considering the 

impact of sensing accuracy on the actual transmission throughput achievable by a SU. More 

specifically, their theoretical analysis is carried out for an arbitrary network mobility model to 

prove the existence of a single optimal sensing time that maximizes the mobility-aware sensing 
Enabled Throughput achievable by a SU.  

  

The mutual distances among the PU and CR users change dynamically with mobility. As result, 
the capability of the CR users to sense the PU transmissions varies in time. As an example, Fig. 3 

shows a CR user that is inside the protection range1 of a mobile PU at a certain time t. After the 

PU movement, say at time t+Δ, the CR user is out of the PU protection range, thus becoming 

unable to sense the possible PU transmissions. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The PU mobility changes the mutual distances between a PU and a CR user [19]   
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In [19] the authors have mentioned that the key issue to deal with the PU mobility consists on the 
revision of the current design of the spectrum sensing functionality in presence of PU mobility. 

The spectrum sensing functionality must be able to tune its time parameters, i.e., the sensing time 

and the transmission time, according to the mobile PU dynamics. To this aim, in their paper, they 

derived the optimal values for both the parameters in presence of PU mobility. More specifically, 
regarding the transmission time, they derived an optimal closed-form expression, i.e., the 

transmission time value that jointly maximizes the spectrum sensing efficiency and satisfies the 

PU interference constraint. 
 

In [20] firstly, the authors have compared the problem definition of spectrum sensing in static 

scenario and in partial mobility scenario. Starting from the hypothesis the CR users are assumed 
to be always in inside the PU protection range (PrR) in static scenario. Therefore, the local 

sensing for PU signal detection is expressed as a binary hypothesis problem.  

 

Then, they have reformulated the problem of spectrum sensing to fit with the PU mobility with 
static SU. Finally, they studied the effects of PU with the aim of determining the parameters that 

affect the spectrum sensing functionality. To that purpose, they introduced two performance 

measures: 
 

• Detection capability: measures the impact of PU mobility on the probability of detection; 

• Mobility-enabled detection capability: a new proposed measure for the expected 
transmission capability achievable by a SU in the presence of PU mobility.  

 

They found that the detection capacity is affected by five parameters: 

 
• The PU protection range; 

• The size of the network;  

• The PUs mobility model;  
• The spatial distribution of SUs;  

• The number of PUs using the same frequency band. 

 

It is also shown in this paper, in the case of PU movement, that the sensing capacity can grow 
significantly if the PU protection range is smaller than the size of the network area. The 

uncertainty of spectrum mobility worsens the interference phenomenon. In this case, system 

capacity analysis becomes a critical issue. 
 

In [21] the authors  have depicted to achieve two principals’ objectives namely:  

 
• Determine the value of the capacity of the CR users in the network; 

• Determine the optimal transmission time of each CR user.  

 

At first, for general PU mobility model, closed-form expressions for the capacity of the CR users 
and the optimal transmission time of each CR user are derived. Then, these expressions are 

applied to a widely used model, i.e., the Random Walk mobility model. Finally, the analytical 

results are verified through simulations. 
 

In order to deal with the challenges appeared with the mobility of PUs, a novel paradigm of 

sensing has arisen: it is the deep sensing. This new paradigm estimates the time-dependent flat-
fading gain and primary user's mobile positions jointly at the same time of detecting its emission 

status. The effectiveness of this approach was deeply investigated [22,23,24]. 
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In [25] the authors have analyzed the effects of multiple mobile PUs on the spectrum sensing to 
jointly maximize the sensing efficiency and sensing accuracy. To this aim, as first, a new 

mathematical model (the aggregate PU model) is proposed to effectively describe the cumulative 

effects of multiple mobile PUs on the spectrum sensing functionality. Then, stemming from this 

model, closed form expressions for the sensing time and the transmission time that jointly 
maximize the sensing efficiency and the sensing accuracy are derived. 

 

In [26] the authors have studied the impact of the sensing accuracy on the transmission capacity 
achievable by the cognitive user (CU) in a mobile primary-user (PU) network scenario. 

 

 To this aim, first of all, the spatial-temporal spectrum sensing model is extended to account for 
the PU mobility effects that influence the number of discovered spatial opportunities. Then, a 

new performance metric for Cognitive Radio networks, referred to as mobility-aware sensing 

enabled capacity, is introduced. It measures the actual transmission capacity achievable by the 

SU in a mobile PU network scenario with a realistic sensing detection capability, namely in the 
presence of imperfect sensing decisions. The performance assessment highlights the impact of the 

sensing accuracy on the channel access probability; in particular, it reveals the existence of an 

optimal sensing time value that maximizes the mobility-aware sensing enabled capacity, which 
depends on sensing and mobility parameters.  

 

Another way to improve the performance of CR in a mobile scenario is the use of mobility 
prediction to predict future PU locations according to the pre-collected topology information of 

PU mobility [27]. In the same frame, a collaborative compressive sensing based approach to 

estimate both the spectrum power and locations of the PUs is proposed in [28]. The authors have 

exploited two facts: the relative narrow band nature of the transmitted signals compared with the 
broad bandwidth of available spectrum and the mobile PUs located sparsely in the operational 

space. Finally, after exploring many papers and works in this field, we notice that when we are 

facing PU mobility issues, the proposed solutions generally focus on increasing the level of 
abstraction often by taking into account two parameters that influence the performance of the 

sensing in modeling. For example, in deep sensing, localization and sensing are jointly taken into 

account, or in other cases it is the transmission and sensing times in [20] even in [28] the authors 

have considered both the power spectrum and location are considered. These problem-solving 
approaches are specially designed to deal with the complex nature of networks with PU mobility.  

Thus, for realistic deployment of the CR paradigm in mobile PUs scenarios, the scientific 

community must not only adapt existing methods or improve them but mainly it has to provide 
new perceptions, because the existing methods may not support PU mobility. Moreover, how to 

revise the current design of the spectrum sensing functionality in the presence of PU mobility is 

still an open question that researchers on CR capacities should consider. 
 

If in static scenarios, the sensing and the transmission times depend mainly on the following three 

factors:  

 
• The adopted spectrum sensing technique;  

• The required interference constraint on the PU transmissions;  

• The PU traffic dynamics.                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 

In mobile scenarios, the sensing and the transmission times depend chiefly on the PU mobility. 
 

2.2. Impact of Primary user on Channel Availability 
 

The Channel availability is defined as the probability that a licensed channel will be available for 

unlicensed user communications. Unlike the static scenarios, the channel availability in the 
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mobile case varies dynamically over time because of the variations in users' relative positions. 
Thus, data and information about channel availability allow SU to select the spectrum band with 

the best communication opportunities. 

 

In most literature, static PUs are assumed where the channel availability does not vary in time. To 
address this issue, in [29] the authors have designed a strategy to estimate the channel availability 

based on the relative distances between PUs and SUs. The proposed strategy considers the PU 

mobility. To develop their model, the authors considered a Random Way Point Mobility 
(RWPM) for PU, where SUs were considered fixed.  

 

The existence of a communication link between two SUs depends on the transmitting and 
receiving of the close PUs. To address SU connectivity in CR-MANET, the authors in [30]      

have analytically characterized this connectivity through continuum percolation and ergodicity 

theories. Then, they looked into the effect of the primary user' temporal dynamics on the 

connectivity of the secondary network, this led them to show the incidence of a transition phase 
phenomenon 

. 

 The research team distinguished between two cases as follows: 
 

• If PU has some temporal dynamics: the connectivity of the secondary network depends 

solely on its own density and is independent of the primary traffic.  
• If it does not, the connectivity of the secondary network requires putting a density 

dependent cap on the primary traffic load. 

 

Finally, the authors concluded that the scaling behavior of multi-step delays depends on the 
instantaneous connection of the secondary network. Notably, they established the scaling law of 

the minimum multi-hop delay concerning the source-destination distance when the propagation 

delay is negligible. To develop their model, the authors have considered a fixed secondary 
network and two mobility models for primary transmitters: the random walk and the random 

waypoint models. 

 

In [31] a novel mobility-aware Channel-Availability based channel Selection Technique 
(MCAST) is designed in order to ensure the selection of the channel with the highest channel 

availability probability in a given temporal interval. To this aim, the channel availability 

estimation method in the presence of PU mobility is derived firstly. Then, the proposed channel 
selection techniques efficacy is proved, shown that it takes advantage of the dynamic variation of 

channel-availability induced by PU mobility. Finally, the effectiveness of MCAST is evaluated in 

a recently proposed routing metric. 
 

 In [32] the authors   have showed   to design an efficient channel selection strategy, channel 

availability probability (CAP) and channel quality (CQ) are two key metrics that should be 

considered. Contrary to static scenario where all the users are immobile, the CAP metric depends 
only on the primary users' activity whereas the CQ metric remains relatively constant, for mobile 

scenario the values of both metrics fluctuate not only with time (time-variant) but also over 

different links between users (link-variant) due to the dynamic variation of primary- and 
secondary-users' relative positions. In this paper, they have proposed a mobility-aware channel 

selection technique by jointly accounting for the parameters of time- and link-variant CAP and 

CQ for MCRNs. Underpinning this novel technique, the contributions of this work include the 
following: 
 

i) They have derived link-based CAP (L-CAP) estimation based on the relative distances among 

PUs and CUs in a given temporal interval; ii) They have obtained a mathematical expression that 
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captures estimation of the link based CQ (L-CQ) in mobile scenarios; iii) They have proposed a 
Link-oriented Channel-Availability and channel-Quality (LCAQ) based channel selection 

strategy that aims to maximize the link throughput by taking into account two prominent channel 

selection metrics, namely L-CAP and L-CQ, which are governed by the non-stationary of the 

network topology induced by the user mobility 
  

2.3. Conclusion and Discussion of Section 2   
 

The main concern in the CRN is to identify available free spectrum, this objective will be 

achieved by sensing the availability of a channel. The issue is that generally most of the studies 

assume the scenario where both the SU and PU are static. It, therefore, means that the sensing 
methods developed most commonly are not suitable for the mobile case. In mobile scenario, the 

issue becomes more challenging than the one associated with the traditional case (i.e.stationary 

scenario), since in addition to the temporal PU activity also the spatial effects due to the relative 
mobility between the PUs and CUs have to be taken into account. In fact, the mobility can deeply 

influence the percentage of discovered spectral opportunities (namely the spectrum holes that the 

CUs can exploit), and then the mobility can affect also the transmission throughput achievable by 
the CU. 

 

 In addition, a critical challenge for CRN is to design an intelligent channel selection technique. It 

must choose the best channel by leveraging the dynamic variation of the channel availability 
driven by PU mobility. 

 

 The integration of CR into the mobile scenario implies that either SUs or PUs are constantly 
exposed to a changing nature, to a variable interference, and high mobility scheduling. This 

makes cognitive radio nowadays not efficient enough in terms of communication because of the 

lack of control and optimization adapted to mobility. To remedy this, a support structure adapted 
to the mobility problems of different types of users should be adopted.  

 

We can summarize the challenges in the case of partial mobility as follows: 

             
• The determination of the spatiotemporal probability of the existence of the spectrum; 

• Duration of spectrum sensing;  

• Duration of spectrum opportunities;  
• Random movements of users;  

• Routing problems;  

• Energy consumption problems;  

• Connectivity problems due to topology change.   
 

What we want to stress in this conclusion is the fact that it is not opportune to use the same 

approaches to deal with different problems. This is the main stumbling blocks of the realistic 
deployment of CR in this type of scenario. Thus, we need new perceptions and approaches for 

this technology in order to take it to a whole new level. 

. 

3. GLOBAL MOBILITY OF USERS  
 

The In the case of a global mobility of users, the problem of determining SUs links is more 

complicated because of the movement of both SUs and PUs. Firstly, the communication between 

the SUs is affected not only by the SUs themselves but also by the activity and the movement of 
the PUs. The link between neighboring SUs is therefore not stable and the topology of CRN 

changes frequently. Secondly, opportunistic spectrum access depends on frequent changes in the 
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availability of links for SUs over time and space. Therefore, the topology control and the routing 
in CRNs show different characteristics compared to traditional wireless networks. In a word, 

research on dynamic topology control and routing in this type of CRNs is a difficult problem. 

Thus, research on predicting the temporal availability of links has a significant importance. In 

this perspective, in [33] the authors sought to present an optimal network topology for routing 
through a local cognitive topology control algorithm (LCTCA). The LCTCA enables the 

optimization of routing and the formation of a multi-objective metric of network topology, thanks 

to combining the availability of links with energy consumption. On this basis, it is designed to 
select the best network line and diminish the frequency of rerouting; the LCTCA catches the 

dynamic changes of the topology and then builds a reliable topology under the conditions of 

network connectivity.  
 

The prediction of an available link must contain the following information: 

 

• The interference of SUs with PUs;  
• The rate of spectrum utilization by PUs;  

• The mobility of PUs and SUs. 

 
According to the authors, no previous work has considered both energy consumption and link 

stability to optimize the topology of the CRN. Actually, whenever one of them is considered, the 

other is ignored. So, the topology of the CRNs cannot reach the optimum. 
 

In [34] the authors have studied the impact of both joint primary-user and secondary user 

mobility on spectrum sensing in CR networks has been studied. For this reason two performance 

metrics have been derived analytically: a) the detection capability, which evaluates the impact of 
the mobility on the SU detection probability; b) the mobility-enabled sensing capacity. Two 

mobility models were adopted to carry out the theoretical analysis. The authors found out that the 

sensing capacity increases significantly in the presence of PU mobility if the PU protection range 
is smaller than the network region size albeit the significant border effect for the RWP-

constrained mobility model for PUs. Therefore, in pervasive cognitive radio networks, when 

unlicensed mobile users are allowed to co- exist alongside mobile licensed users, there is still 

opportunistic communication expected without much interference. The simulations carried out 
match the mathematical analysis. 

 

In [35] the authors    have built their study on questioning the impact of PUs and SUs mobility on 
the performance of mobile cellular cognitive radio (CRCN) networks with a real-time traffic. 

They tried to find answers by deriving the handed-off arrival rate, new call blocking, forced 

termination, and interruption probabilities of SUs. These metrics were under the assumption that 
cell dwell time and unencumbered service time are independent exponentially distributed random 

variables. The obtained numerical results showed that the mobility of PUs and SUs is the key 

factor and the influencer of the different system performance measures. 

 
In the same vision, in [36] the authors have proposed a new architecture to deal with PU and SU 

mobility. The suggested architecture will ensure a permanent exchange of information between 

the primary and secondary networks. Thus, the architecture of the network will be a decision-
making element, instead of being only a relay of information. The architecture will also reduce 

spectrum sensing time and increase the efficiency of the detection itself, which is essential to any 

implementation of CR. Thanks to this the secondary networks will be able to receive the 
information of the environment in real time and in a permanent manner 
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But some interesting questions have not been addressed in this work to judge its effectiveness. 
For instance, how the constant exchange of information between networks will affect the 

network? How often this information should be exchanged for the algorithms to work 

productively? Supposing that each "network" corresponds to a network cell, then the amount of 

traffic that needs to be exchanged can be significant, thus influencing the backbone and the 
overall quality of service. It should also be pointed that the involvement of telecom operators in 

the development of this kind of algorithms would be the only way to effectively evaluate their 

effectiveness, otherwise, the work with virtual datasets would not reflect the actual load of 
cellular networks.  

 

The estimated PU location is subject to many errors due to various reasons, such as; limited 
observation time, the number of sensors and their coverage, channel variations, and node 

mobility [37].  Therefore, the assumption of perfect location information makes algorithms that 

have addressed this issue less practical. 

 
 To address this issue, in [38] the authors  have proposed a CR power control algorithm that takes 

into account both uncertainties related to wireless channels and the estimation of the location of 

PUs that have not been studied in the literature.  
 

Thus, the authors considered the problem of power control in CRNs when the location of the PU 

and the wireless channel are unknown. They have considered the distance estimation error in the 
CR-PU links to model the location uncertainties and to derive the channel gain distribution as a 

function of distance-dependent path loss and shading. Afterwards, they developed an 

optimization framework for CR power control that maximizes data throughput under the 

constraint of PU interference power. The simulation results are presented to show that the CR 
data rate is higher than the existing works. 

 

 An evolutionary approach was proposed in [39], where the author has studied the optimal SU 
packet size in mobile CRNs under fading channels because determining the size of SU packet 

becomes much more complicated and critical. For this purpose, the PU activity impact and the 

node mobility impact are studied jointly. The author investigates a CRN where both PUs and SUs 

are mobile. He considered the Random Waypoint as the mobility model for both types of user. 
He found that the PU activity and the mobility of both SUs and PUs have significant impacts on 

the SU packet size. 

  

3.1. Conclusion and Discussion of Section 3   
 

Our investigation in the scientific literature has shown that studies on the mobility of both PU and 
SU are rare and, moreover, scattered. Most efforts to find solutions to mobility simply indicate or 

ask questions about the scenario where PU and SU are both mobile, without touching the heart of 

the subject. We envision that this scenario of mobility will emerge as a major challenge for the 

future of CR, if the characterization of the radio environment involves the estimation of the 
following key elements [40]:   
 

• Channel Identification ;  

• Channel Capacity Estimation ;  
• Channel Switching Delay ;  

• Channel Interference Estimation ;  

• Channel Holding Time ;  
• Channel Error Rate ; 

• Subscriber Location ; 

• Path Loss. 
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Accordingly, these elements should be revised with the incorporation of the mobility of both 
types of users in the context of CR. Since this scheme of the characterization of the radio 

environment assumes that both users are static, whereas new problems will arise that were not 

included in this traditional approach. Thus, this mobility requires rethinking not only the main 

features characterizing the radio environment but the whole concept of CR. 
 

To deal with sensing problems, new perceptions and strategies are needed to get the CR out of 

the bottleneck. This case implies that cooperation should not be restricted only between SU, but 
should be extended to include PU. Therefore, other questions will arise for the first time in the 

context of the CR, for example:  

 
• How SU and PU cooperate in cooperative sensing?  

• How to select the cooperating SU and PU?  

• How to perform cooperative sensing in a stable and reliable manner? 

 
Another proposition is to take advantage of the explosion of extensive geo-localized data related 

to the movement of different types of terminals. This will make it possible to quantitatively study 

individual and collective mobility models, and to generate models capable of capturing and 
reproducing spatiotemporal structures. This will also contribute to the deployment of spectrum 

maps that are able to provide more accurate information. 

 
 We also think that it is important to incorporate online machine learning algorithms in the 

different phases of the cognitive cycle to take advantage of its opportunities compared to batch 

learning algorithms [41].   

 
 Mobile scenarios are totally different from traditional static ones, hence, the need to innovate and 

produce other mathematical methods and models that can take this complexity into account. 

Multi-objective optimization can also be an effective mean of studying dynamic access to 
spectrum, since the latter involves several variables that require joint processing, hence the need 

to find a compromise between them.  

 

Also, the issue of the suitability of PU mobility models has recently become a source of criticism.  
In [42] the authors  have argued that realistic mobility models are important for understanding the 

performance of routing protocols in the cognitive Internet (CI) (same for CR), especially when 

the behaviours and activities of the PUs are taken into account. Currently, the primary user's 
mobility models are generally simplistic spectrum handover models or traditional mobility 

models that do not reflect realistic spatiotemporal characteristics. Therefore, the effect of PU 

mobility should be closely integrated with the available spectrum time and the appearance 
behaviour of the PUs. A new PU mobility model called TSS (temporal mobility, spatial mobility, 

and spectrum mobility) was proposed in [42]. In the same vision, in [43] the authors   have noted    

that the effect of PU mobility has not received enough attention in the CRCN because it is a 

recent research topic. Thus, the service interruption of SUs due to the arrival of PU and its 
mobility must be taken into account for the CRCN performance analysis.  

 

Even in [44] the authors have mentioned that although previous studies have raised questions 
about the conventional cellular network and CR networks, they have generally focused on single 

subject research topics such as priority scheduling in conventional cellular networks, or the 

intercellular activity of SUs in CR networks. But the problem lies in the joint consideration of 
these research subjects. In the model proposed by these authors, the cognitive base station (CBS) 

treats a number of mobile stations (MS) as secondary mobile stations (SMS), while others are 

considered primary mobile stations (PMS). In this overlay approach: CBSs share the same radio 
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channels to communicate simultaneously between SMS and PMS pairs. The classification of an 
MS as a PMS or SMS depends on its location in a macro cell. (This is a new way of classifying 

SU and PU).Thus, each cell is divided into three zones: A) opportunistic or cognitive, B) 

protected and regular, or C) primary. In an inner area A, the terminal behaves as a secondary 

receiver (SMS) while inside area B or C it behaves as a normal mobile receiver, while an MS in 
area C is considered only as PMS. Protected area B attenuates the signal transmitted to SMS 

below the acceptable signal level received at the PMS in area C. The development and innovation 

of other classification methods such as the one described in this article can reduce the complexity 
of CR implementation in the mobile case. 

  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Our analysis of the existing literature on CR and mobility has shown that user mobility within the 
context of CR is a subject of deep and crucial consideration for good spectrum management. We 

can say that in reality, there is no shortage of spectrum, but only the lack of advanced techniques 

for perfect spectrum use. This paper presented a new taxonomy of work based on the mobility of 
primary users. The main objective of our work was to highlight this phenomenon within the 

context of CR. In fact, it is a recent research topic that doesn't reach its maturity yet to enables 

CR to become the foundation of the "Next Generation Network." This work can help new 
researches to focus on the mobility of PUs. We believe that the limits of the CR in 

telecommunications have not yet been reached and that many efforts are still needed, as the 

future would be a world of trillions of objects such as IoT ones, requiring continuous spectrum 

functionality. Traditional communication technologies would not withstand this situation. This 
means the development of techniques that support the mobility of different types of users has 

become an obligation 
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